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ntercessor: Another Rock N Roll Nightmare (2005) (DVD Review)

Directed By: Benn McGuire and Jacob Windatt

Starring: Jon Mikl Thor, John Fasano

Rated: UR/Region: 1/133/Number of disc: 1

Available from SRS Cinema

The Intercessor must fight the minions of darkness to save the last innocent souls on Earth. That is probably the easy way to put it because the plot is 

somewhat hard for anyone to follow. I’d know this to be true because I sure made an attempt to follow it and I may have failed more or less. Still, we have 

the loose to say the least sequel here to the cheesy classic Rock n Roll Nightmare.

The original Rock n Roll Nightmare was a movie that was so bad it was good. Since I dug that I assumed I’d enjoy this one to spite it being shot on video 

and having a much lower budget. That sadly wasn’t the case as the plot is very hard to follow and the acting is just soo awful it may be worth watching just 

so you can get a nice laugh out of it. For something being called Another Rock n Roll Nightmare you have a very large lack of actual rock n roll. That is a 

near unforgivable mistake in this context.

Jon Mikl Thor is back, but he is a long way from where he was when the original film was made. Here, he is restricted to being the “Intercessor” a bad ass 

that runs around in cheap costume fighting other people who look to have gotten their outfits from the Big Lots Halloween sale. It is that type of film and it 

isn’t much to see if I am being perfectly honest. Things just get too crazy and confusing overall. If you like the original you may be best to avoid this one at all 

cost.
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